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CORRIGENDUM 1

Page 3: Substitute the following text for paragraph 4:

"Mr. HALSTEAD (Canada) said that his government reserved
its position on Section 19 (b), since the Canadian Government
would be obliged, in all probability, to append a reservation
to its accession to the Convention because of sub -section 3 of
Section 3 of the Canadian Privileges and Immunities (United
Nations) Act."

Page 6: Delete lines 21 and 22, and substitute the following:

"Department He explained that the object of the

additional words was to bring the agreement into conformity
with other similar conventions."

PREMIERE ASCEMBLEE MONDIALE DE LA SANTE A/L /Min /3.Corr.l

12 juillet 1948

ORIGINAL: ANGLAIS

COMMISSION DES QUESTIONS JURIDIQUES

PROCES -VERBAL PROVISOIRE DE LA TROISIEME SEANCE

Palais des Nations, Genève

Mercredi '7 juillet 1948, 14 heures 30

CORRIGENDUM 1

Page 3: Paragraphe 5, remplacer le texte par le suivant:

"M. HALSTEAD (Canada) déclare que son gouvernement réserve son
attitude à ltégard de la section 19 b), vu que le Gouvernement
canadien sera obligé vraisemblablement d1ajouter une réserve ,à
son adhésion à la Convention à cause de la sous-section 3 de la
section 3 de la loi canadienne sur les privilèges et les immunités
(Nations Unies),"

Page 6: Remplacer la dernière phrase de ltintervention de M. BOISSIER
par la suivante:

"Il précise que-cette addition a pour objet de mettre cet accord

en harmonie avec dTautres conventions similaires."
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CORRIGENDUM 2

3, paragraph 2: Delete the words "The general Convention
was now before the United States Congress,
and pending a decision" in lines 1 and 2,
and amend paragraph to read as follows:

"The United States Government reserved
its position in regard to Article VI,
Section 19(b), on exemption from taxation,
and on Section 20 of the same article, on
exemption of officials of the specialized
agencies from national service obligations.
His government had made similar reservations
when the United Nations General Convention on
Privileges and Immunities had been considered
by the Assembly of thé United Nations. If
the Health Assembly approved the Convention,
it would be referred to the United States
Congress with a recommendation for approval,
subject to reservation on these two clauses."
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1. 12 :5.34 DRAFT PROVISIONAL RULES OF PROCEDURE (Off.Rec.WHO,
No.10, page 97; documents S458, A /L /4, 5, 6, g, A/23, 27, 30).

The CHAIRMAN said that amendments to the Draft Provisional

Rules of Procedure had been received from Belgium, Egypt, the

Union of South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United States of

America. He proposed that Working Party consisting of the

delegates of these countries and the Chairman, Vice-Chairman and

Rapporteur should consider the amendments and report to the commit-

tee at the following meeting,

This was agreed,

2. 12.'5.4. PRIVILEGES AND D UN IT lES Off Re c,WHO, No.10, page
107, No 7, p.ge 235, Annex 56)

M. ZARB (Secretary) said that no delegation had submitted any

amendment to the Convention, which was in two parts. Sub- section

12.5.4.3. contained the standard clauses applicable to all specia-

. lized agencies withoat exèeptioi, and sub-- section 12,5,4.4 the

several annexes relating to specific specialized agencies. Two

amendments were recommended to Annex V11 of 12,544,4. Under the

present drafting, experts working for WHO enjoyed certain privileges

but were not eligible for the privileges and immunities conferred

on experts working for the United Nations).regarding the inviolability

of papers and documents and the right to use secret codes. The

Interim Commission considered both these privileges indispensable

to the work of experts for the Organizatïun as, in certain cases,

protection of secrecy might be essential. The Commission therefore

recommended amendment of this clause te allow WHO experts to enjoy

the same privileges and immunities as were accorded to experts on

mission for the United Nations,

The CHAIRMAN invited a general discussion on the Convention

and Annex Vll, to be followed ?. :y a discussion on privileges for

experts.
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Mr..'SANDIFER (United States of America) thought it important

that the Health Assembly should approve the Convention and annex.

The Convention was the product of prolonged study by the Legal

Committee of the United Nations and by the General Assembly,

in which the specialized agencies had also participated.

The general Convention was now before the United States

Congress, and pending a decision the United States Government

reserved its position in regard to Article Vl, Section 19(b), on

exemption from taxation, and on Section 20 of the same article,,

on exemption of officials of the specialized agencies from national

service obligations. His government had made similar reserva-

tions when the general Convention had been considered by the

Assembly of the United Nations. If the Health ..ssembly qp proved

the Convention, it would be referred to the United States Congress

with a recommendation for approval, subject to reservation on

these two clauses.

He was in favour of the amendment submitted by the Interim

Commission on the granting to WHO experts of the privileges

accorded to United Nations experts.

Mr. HALSTEAD (Canada) said that his government reserved its

position on Section 19(b). Canadian legislation had necessitated

the same reservation in regard to the corresponding clause in the

United Nations Convention.

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) said that the New Zealand Government,

when signing the accession to the Convention of the United Nations

on Privileges and Immunities, had added a reservation on the

clause relating to the exemption from taxes and rates in respect

of persons domiciled and employed in New Zealand. He made the same

reservation in connexion with the present. Convention.
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Ivlr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) stated: in connexion with Article

IV, Section 11: of the Convention, that his governent reserved the

right to oppose at the International Telecemunications ïJnion Con-

ference in September the proposals on rates and taxes on mail and

teleco.municatiOns to be submitted at that conference.

Decision: To reco_imend the approval of the Convention and Annex VT_I,
apart from the clause relating to privileges and ianunities for
experts.

The caIlittee then discu3sed the Interim Commission's reco;lnen-

dation to extend to the experts on mission for ',HO, privileges similar

to those accorded to United Nations experts.

Mr. HALSTEAD (Canada) opposed the recommendation. The Canadian

Parliament, in the legislation already passed on this matter, had

not provided for such an extension.

.4r. BAGHDADI (Egypt) also opposed the extension. The Organiza-

tion was young and should proceed cautiously in the matter of privi-

leges, especially since the missions of experts of `.;HO would not be

of a confidential character. Privileges entailed a breach in normal

practice and an infringement of national sovereignty. It was there-

fore undesirable to delige nations to accord privileges on a wide

scale.

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) said, he had instructions from his

government to oppose the anendzent. The privileges accorded in

the existing draft were sufficient. The additional privileges ^n

force in the United Nations were intended for experts on missions in

the cause of peace and security to disturbed areas. Special reasons

might justify that extension to some other agencies: ILO experts

carried out judicial functions when investigating complaints of non -

ca.Iplianoe with international coerentions. No such special consi-

derations, however: applied to qH0 experts. _!lcrcover, an amendment

to a clause in the Annex might lead to other revisions by other
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speoialLied agencies, t1 ue act rcying the desirable uniformity in

these conventions.

Mr. LLVDSAY (United Kingdom) supported the amendments proposed

by the Interim '.;oamission, since HO experts might be sent on

missions where secrecy was essential, and they would be called upon

to give an objective opi.rion unTri.assed by political considerations.

Decision: The proposal of the Interim Commission to extend to
experts on mi -;eion for ':MHO privileges and immunities similar to
those granted to United Nations experts was adopted by 20 votes
to 3,

Mr. PENBERTHY (Union of South Africa) suggested that the

inviolability should refer to official documents only.

M., ZAR3 (Secretary) emphasized the difficulty of distinguishing

between official and private papers. Paragraph (c) in the corres-

ponding article of the United Nations Convention provided for the

inviolability of all papers an ,R. i.oc rients.

Decision: To recormerd that the Health Assembly propose to the
United Nations the e--tension to .,.HO experts of all privileges
and immunities as recommended by. the Interim Co.illaission.

12.1:14..5 Privi.lejes and B nxnities b gountries no_t. Members

of the United Nations

The CHAIR.ULJ proposed that the 7orking Party be asked to

draft a resolution concerning the privileges. and.irlmunities to

be .given by countries not members of the United Nations.

This was agreed.

3a 12.5.5 AGR1 a: ;!1T WITH S'ISS FEDERAL COUNCIL (Off.Rec. 30,

No. 2,._Q4 pag 121; No 5, . page 1.39 No. 4., . page

M. ZARB (secretary explained that Article X, Section 39,
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of the Convention just approved provided for the conclusion

of supplementary agreements with any country, and particularly

with the country in which the Organization was "located.

Pending the coming into force of the ";:HO Constitution and" the

adoption of this Convention, a draft agreement had been con-

cluded between the Swiss Federal Council and the Interim

Commission which had governed the relations between the

Commission and the authorities of this country. Now that

the Organization was established, the Commission recommended

that the Health Assembly should endorse the action taken and

approve the draft agreement which would define the legal

status of the Organization in Switzerland and govern the

relationship between the Organization and the Swiss federal

authorities.

M. BOIS -JI (Switzerland) asked for the addition of a

small amendment to Article 5 (e) of the arrangement for imple-

mentation of the draft agreement (Of. f . Re c . HO No . 4 page i5)

on the condition governing the importing of motor cars ber

officials of the Organization. After "to this exemption" he

proposed adding "in agreement with the Swiss Federal Political

Department . . . . ". He emphasized that this addition entailed

no restriction of the privileges a.cser°ded.

Decision: To adopt this hand err and the draft agreement
with the Swiss Federal Coir ci 1.

It was further agreed that the working party should.

prepare a draft text of the mendment agreed and of the

resulting modification of the draft resolution to the Health

Assembly (12.5.5, Cff.Rec. ",HO, No.10, page 121) for submission

to the next meeting of the co:.im ttee,
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4. 12.5.6 PROPOSED REGULATIONS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR

EXPERT COMMITTEES (Off.Rec.WHO, No.10, page 122).
A ENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE EGYPTIAN DELEGATION
(Document A /L /7)

The CHAIRMAN invited the committee, in the absence of any

general 'remarks, to discuss seriatim the proposed Régulations and

Rules of Procedure for Expert Committees and their sub- committees,

together with the amendments proposed.

Regulation 1. Appointment of Members

Mr. BAGHDÂDI (Egypt) said the Egyptian amendment was based on

the consideration that the expert committee would.be a quasi -permanent

organ, whose appointment should have the approval of the Executive

Board.

Professor PETROV (us&) enquired whether any document existed

defining the duties and functions of expert committees.

M. ZARB (Secretary) said the object of the Regulations was to -

determine how the expert committees provided for by thé Constitution

and Rules of Procedure of the Assembly were to function. Whenever

such a committee was set up, its terms of reference were defined by the

constituting body.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said the expert committee might be

purely temporary in character, in which case the Egyptian assumption

was not correct. He supported the existing text.

Mr. TOMLINSON (United States of America) said the United States

delegation supported the text ap it stood, with one slight amendment;

for the phrase "in agreement with the Chairman of the Executive Board

and the Governments concerned", read "after consultation with the

Governments concerned ".
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Mr. BAGHDADI (Egypt) cited Regulation 6, Memberst Term of

Office, to show that the expertst task might extend for two years

or. more.

Mr, GOUDSMIT (Netherlands) proposed an amendment: "the

governments concerned" to read "the Governments of the States to

*which the experts belong".

Professor. PETROV (USSR) supported the text as a whole. He .

was in favour of legal experts defining the functions of expert

committees, which should be restricted to specifioal.ly,modi,c- l_annd

scientific questions; otherwise, they might tend to go on to

questions with which they were not competent to deal.

Mr: BAGHDADI ,(Egypt) asked for information as to the scope of

the phrase "the governments concerned ".

M. ZARB (Secretary) said the phrase might be given a wide inter-

pretation, embracing the country to which the expert belonged and mhhen

necessary the country or countries in which the expert'ts work was to be

carried out. While the expert was given certain terms of referencek

he was also allowed a certaih liberty of. action in carrying them out.

Expert bodies might be of a quasi-permanent diameter, or again purely

temporary, =in which case their functions ended with the completion of

their specific tasks. Article 39 of the Constitution afforded the

necessary control, providing as it did that the Board should review the

necessity for continuing each committee.

Professor PETROV (USSR) opposed the Egyptian amendment. Expert

committees. should be guided by purely scientific criteria; their duty

was to advise how certain measures could be carried out - in the case

of cholera, for instance - but it was for some higher authority of WHO

to decide whether those measures should be applied.
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Mr. BAGHDADI (Egypt), supplementing his previous remarks, argued

that the choice of experts was likely to be sounder if approved by the

Executive Board rather than by the Chairman of that body alone.

Sir DHIREN MITRA (India) supported the Egyptian amendment. Citing

the preamble to the Regulations and also regulation 27, he said it was

clear that the Chairman of the bcecutive Board had no executive functions.

If the Board, as the executive organ of the Health Assembly, chose to

delegate its functions, that was a different matter.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said urgent problems might call for

the immediate appointment of expert committees, in which case serious

'delay might .ensue from consulting the whole Board. The authors of

the Constitution had probably assumed that the Board would delegate

.some powers to the Chairman, If that was not the case, it was for

the Health Assembly to rectify the situation.

The CHAIRMAN said it was his duty to defend the Constitution.

It had been suggested that there were constitutional objections to

regulation 1 and constitutional arguments in favour of the Egyptian

amendment. He would make a distinction between the establishment

of expert committees and the appointment of their members. The

Health Assembly, or the Board on its behalf, might decide to appoint

an expert committee; and then followed the executive task of appointing

the members: there was no contradiction. The objection had been

raised that executive power was now being given to the Chairman, who

did not possess it, regulations 27 and 28 had been quoted. But in

his opinion the Chairman was always an executive officer - this was

inherent in his functions. It was for the Executive Board to

determine the executive duties of the Chairman, for it would be

necessary for the Board to delegate some functions. He thought
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it was in accord with regulations 27 and 28 that executive functions

should be so delegated. Therefore, he could see no constitutional

objection to regulation 1 in its original form.

Sir DHIREN MITRA (India) said the Egyptian amendment appeared

appropriate in substance. The Constitution contemplated action by

the Board in case of emergency. If, in such a situation, the Board

.delegated power to the Chairman, the latter would be acting in the

exercise of that power but would not be replacing the Board. He

saw no contradiction with the Constitution.

Professor PETROV (USSR) said he was satisfied by the explanations

given and would support the amendment. He proposed an addition

to regulation 1, to the effect that committees of experts should

study specifically technical questions in the me ical field and

should not be charged with the study of questions regarding the policy

of WHO or other general questions which should be decided in accordance

with Article 28 of the Constitution.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) urged the adoption of the Egyptian

amendment, with the addition of a recommendation to the Assembly

that the Executive Board be authorized to delegate its powers to the

Chairman. He anticipated difficulty in co- operating with other

organizations, if the functions of expert committees were confined

to technical medical questions.

Mr. BAGHDADI (Egypt) agreed with the formula whereby the power

of appointment would rest with the Executive Board, which would be

free to delegate to its Chairman,

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the three amendments before the committee

be referred to the working party, with the addition of representatives

of the delegations of India and the USSR.

This was agreed.
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Mr. SANDIFER (United States of America), Rapporteur, did not

agree that the Executive Board could delegate its power of appoint-,

ment to the Chairman As regards the functions of expert committees,

these varied, and it would be a mistake to attempt to draft a general

definition. Ho asked the working party to take both these points into

consideration.

Dr. CARNEIRO (Brazil) supported the Egyptian formula; it was for

the Executive Board to exercise its power
9
and it could not delegate.

Judging from the experience of other organizations, in practice the

Chairman would consult the Executive Board, which would approve or re-

ject the names proposed,. It was impossible to define the functions of

experts beforehand. He proposed the formula "The members of the commit-

tee shall be appointed by the Director -- General- after consultation

with tho Executive Board and the Governments concerned ".

The CR IRMLN said all amendments would be considered by the

working party; the texts would be distributed..

Tho meeting rose at 5 p. m.


